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ANGEL-EYE Transmitter

The innovative technology transmits the video-signal

wirelessly over several kilometer (max 5-10km)

to the Receiver-Station or to a computer, so that you

can evaluate the images or give an automatic alarm.

Angel-Eye has an integrated high-resolution cctv-camera,

which can cover app. 360 degrees at day and night.

Distant object can be monitored very simply without

any connection to Mobil-Grid or Internet.

As addition a decentralized internet access for outdoor.
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ANGEL-EYE Transmitter

The horizontal alignment is made to reach the

maximum to the reception-signal.

(Manual adjustment is absolutely necessary

towards to the receiver.)

The vertical inclination of the antenna by approximately

8 degrees requires the maximum range of up to 10 km.

(No adjustment possible, since the upper part of the

housing already contains this inclination)
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ANGEL-EYE Receiver

With our special Receiver-Software you can managed

and controlled up to 64 ANGEL-EYE´s at the same time.

The Receiver-Software can record  videos and photos

of every single ANGEL-EYE´s and save it on your

Computer (Option: Receiver-Station) for later analysis.

Each ANGEL-EYE can be zoomed and focused

in all directions and each parameter can be saved

as a preset.
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ANGEL-EYE   Internet-Access

- Internet access directly at the ANGEL-EYE

- Plug and play (plug in and access is done)

- Transfer rate up to 300Mbit / sec

- Encrypted data transfer

- High speed transmission with 5G

- Connection Ip68 (waterproof)

- Plug in RJ45 format (standard LAN cable)

  Condition:

  Angel-Eye-Receiver has internet connection



ANGEL-EYE   Spezification

- Range up to any km (without obstacles, visibility)

- Motion detection possible

- Nightvision possible

- Robust and durable technology

- Very easy installation and maintenance

- Transmitter need only Power (115/220V 50Hz / AC)

Optional:

Alarm-Mail sending from your PC (Need Internet)

Video-Streaming to Smart-Phone (Need Internet)
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